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Your Guide to
Marketing for the
IT/Technology Sector

As a B2B technology marketing agency, Motion has extensive
experience in understanding technology, the stakeholders, the
channel and how to have maximum success in driving sales through
marketing. Technology is one of our specialist industry areas and
one the Motion team are passionate about.
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Top IT Industry Challenges and the Marketing Solutions
Diﬀerentiating in a Crowded Marketplace
We have partnered with IT and technology
businesses across a breadth of industry
environments, including software development, AI
driven sensors, ﬁber optical networks, cyber
security, network optimisation and digital
transformation. Despite their diﬀerences in
technical oﬀerings, they all still have a common
challenge – a competitive marketplace.
From higher competition on organic online search
and paid keywords (like Google Ads) to adapting to
shifting online behaviours, technology businesses
must work even harder and smarter to establish
their status. Finding your voice requires
forward-thinking and innovative marketing

strategies that are adaptable to a constantly
changing digital landscape.
As a technology marketing specialist (read more
about our foundations later in the document),
we’ve helped many of our customers establish
their authority and thought-leadership status in
the market. We achieve this through our full
portfolio of marketing services including
evaluating branding, innovative marketing
strategies that align with sales goals, reviewing
product messaging and positioning, creating sales
tools (such as white papers, datasheets or case
studies), writing technical content and developing
your most powerful marketing tool – your website.

Adapting to Rapid Industry Changes
The IT sector is a rapidly evolving industry with
new players and technologies constantly
emerging. Staying ahead of the competition and
solidifying your position as a thought leader
requires an adaptable marketing strategy.
In a fast-changing marketplace, there’s always an
opportunity for customer and prospect education
and enablement, especially in a marketplace
where the customer wants to be "sold to"
less-and-less. Instead, customers want to feel
enabled and informed throughout the whole sales
process. Ever-evolving technologies need to be

understood by the customer including the beneﬁts
they can add to their organisation. Providing them
with the tools to educate and enable themselves
will help enhance their knowledge, thus
accelerating the sales cycle by providing an
assurance they are making the correct purchasing
decision. We work closely with customers’
technical, sales and management departments to
create comprehensive sales tools, such as
downloadable brochures for use on websites and
social media, introduction guides, in-depth white
papers, informative blogs or infographics.

Attracting and Retaining Top Talent
As mentioned, technical changes in the technology
sector are rapid. As such, businesses must always
be on the lookout for talent to satisfy the
knowledge and skill gaps these new technologies
could generate. Ensuring your business attracts
the top talent relies on a strong online brand. This
allows your business to continue to drive
innovation.
Promotion of your company’s values, ethos and
mission are equally important as promoting your
latest product/service when there is a drive for
recruitment. Your online brand needs to
outperform your competitors so whether you
need a company video with scriptwriting and

editing to highlight your company lifestyle, an
engaging careers page with the latest vacancies or
a social media campaign, marketing can help.
Once you attract the top talent, retaining them
should be a priority. Internal marketing helps to
drive employee engagement, encourage
motivation for your oﬀerings and business mission
and nurture collaboration and communication
among employees. All of which help to build a
much stronger reputation and satisfaction
between employer and employee. Team building
event management and internal newsletters are
just a sample of the internal marketing services we
oﬀer.

The Value of a Technical Marketing Agency
Our customers in the IT/technology sector have truly valued our ability to quickly
understand technical products and solutions. As a technology marketing agency,
engaging with technical teams comes naturally to us. Deciphering often complex
technology into clear messaging, without removing value, is central to what we
do. Marketing’s greatest friend is often the technical team – we ask, we listen
and we work to understand your products and services. Getting to the heart of
what you do enables us to do what we do best and reach your customers with
the right messaging at the right time.

We Understand How to Market to
Your Technology Sector

We See the Bigger Technology
Picture

We understand that everything starts with driving
sales. We are an experienced campaign marketing
agency that drives lead generation, but we also
know that balancing short-term lead generation
with long-term opportunities is the key to success.
Do the long-term strategy well, and the short-term
lead generation becomes a lot easier as you move
forward.

Understanding the tools and processes in the
industry helps, and this is another beneﬁt we bring
as a dedicated B2B technology marketing agency.
Whether it’s Visio diagrams utilised in bidding, the
manufacturing processes with hardware, the
software development techniques used, or the
latest industry challenges, we have an element of
understanding. It means we can see the wider
picture, what’s involved in creating your products,
and the skills and energy injected.

When it comes to generating opportunities, our
specialism as a technology marketing company
means we understand the personas of the people
you’re targeting. From the channel sales team and
core IT staﬀ, within an enterprise, to the CEO or
CFO that needs to instigate change, we work with
our customers to constantly focus our targeting.
This understanding ﬂows across our strategic,
creative, copywriting, campaign and digital
services.
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Our industry experience includes a wide range of
technology business environments, including
those shown below. This means we can take a
broader perspective and apply learnings from
diﬀerent areas to diﬀerent scenarios.
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IT/Technology Case Studies / Recent Project 01

Cyber Security Solutions –
MFA, IAM, DLP and DDE
International IT security vendor, SecurEnvoy,
partnered with Motion Marketing to update their
core brand, website and sales & marketing tools, as
well as develop PPC campaigns to support the
company’s strong growth aspirations.

25+
suite of
sales tools
created

6+

PPC campaigns
created and
managed

2

exhibition
stands
developed

IT/Technology Case Studies / Recent Project 02

WAN Technologies
and Cyber Security
Accelerate Technologies were a start-up technology
business that required a full-service marketing partner
to strategically launch the company and become their
ongoing partner for communications management,
marketing strategy, creative and digital solutions.

30+

technical
infographics

1

industry standout brand &
website created

1

end-to-end
launch campaign
delivered

IT/Technology Case Studies / Recent Project 03
Further technology and IT case studies exist on our website.

Fibre Optical Connectivity
The Pro Optix project started as a focused task - in this
case, a product portfolio catalogue. After careful
evaluation, it was decided that the development of the
brand was required for the catalogue to be successful.
Motion Marketing is an ongoing tech marketing partner
for Pro Optix and has been supporting Pro Optix with
marketing activities and communications since 2015.

1,000+
marketing
tasks completed

193K

search
impressions in
3 months

250+
digital
adverts
managed

Full-Service Marketing Portfolio_
Our wide-ranging services portfolio ensures we can meet our customers’
marketing requirements by delivering the correct tools and platforms. Our
full-service marketing portfolio includes marketing strategies and campaigns,
digital marketing, content marketing, creative solutions and end-to-end event
management. Visit our services page to see our complete portfolio >
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How the Technology Sector has Utilised our Services
We are fortunate to have partnered with many innovative IT/technology
businesses across various industry environments, including digital
transformation, cyber security and high-performance computing. Below is
just a sample of how our full-service portfolio has been utilised:

Marketing Strategy
Everything we do is led by the marketing strategy. Whether as part of
an ongoing relationship with a customer or a speciﬁc project situation,
focusing on strategy is vital. We have partnered with many IT
businesses to guide on product and service strategy, including product
positioning, identifying customers, diﬀerentiating against the
competition, clarifying internal sales strategies, and aligning these to
eﬀectively position solutions.

Content Marketing
Our team of in-house content writers have a passion for technology
and are experts in conveying complex products and solutions in an
educational and engaging manner that is appropriate for all
stakeholders’ technical abilities. Content marketing projects can come
in all shapes and sizes, from technical datasheets, white papers, and
case studies to social media content, email campaigns and
website/landing page copy.

Web Development
A website is the most powerful marketing and B2B lead generation
tool and is often where we prioritise our eﬀorts at the start of an
ongoing project. Getting the foundations in place is critical for the
success of nearly all future marketing activities. We design and build
with lead generation and organic SEO in mind to ensure a
high-performing site that delivers results. Our web development
services include user journeys, CTA mapping, sitemap creation, web
design, development, reporting, analysis and ongoing support.

B2B SEO and Paid Search Solutions
With so much competition online, particularly in the IT/technology
sector, it can be diﬃcult to make your website rank in the top
positions. We have worked on many ongoing SEO projects as experts
in identifying the long-tail and alternative keywords that oﬀer our
customers better competition rates, increasing the chances of higher
rankings to drive lead generation.
An SEO strategy is great for sustainable traﬃc and inbound leads but
the results are not instant and can require some time before the
results take eﬀect. For many of our IT customers, we combine their
SEO strategy with paid search solutions, such as Google Ads, when
they need to make an impact fast. Paid search allows your website a
much higher chance of ranking for keywords that are too competitive
or for boosting rankings whilst you wait for organic SEO to take eﬀect.

Business Social Media (organic and paid)
Social media is a valuable platform for helping IT businesses engage
with potential customers and establish a voice in their marketplace by
driving thought-leadership status. We work with our IT customers to
provide our end-to-end social media management services that cover
social media strategies, copywriting and publishing, content planning,
image/video/document creation, proﬁle branding, LinkedIn
advertising, reporting and much more. We integrate social media
marketing with other online channels for maximum impact.

B2B Branding
We are proud of our portfolio of IT/technology brands created by our
expert in-house creative designers. We have extensive experience in
the IT market landscape that allows us to build competitive B2B
brands that add business value. We evaluate the market’s progressive
and non-progressive brands to rank all key major players. Considering
both ends of the scale allows us to determine an appropriate area of
the market where you can compete, ensuring we can position our
clients’ brands to enable sales and marketing strategies eﬀectively.
Using data-driven decisions combined with solid competitor research,
we work to create your perfect visual identity.

Results-Focused and Innovative Campaigns
Our range of creative and data-driven campaigns are focused on delivering the best
opportunities and results tailored for the technology industry. Using our full-service
portfolio, we reach your target audience through many diﬀerent channels and
touchpoints.
We work to streamline the marketing process by integrating with existing systems where
possible. This can include harnessing the valuable data in your CRM for improved
segmentation and understanding of a user’s stage in the purchasing journey for eﬀective
marketing automation and lead nurturing campaigns. Communication with your sales
team throughout is important to ensure marketing follow-up is successful.

IT/Technology Events and Exhibitions
Our IT customers have seen great success in attending technology
exhibitions, such as Infosecurity Europe, Data Centre World, Cloud
EXPO and IP EXPO. Events and exhibitions are a great place for
increasing brand exposure, generating new leads, developing a
communications database and even acquiring talented new staﬀ and
contacts.
Online events, like webinars or live panel discussions, are also helping
to reach a wider audience by eliminating the restrictions of a physical
location. Online events are extremely measurable, enabling
businesses to evaluate the performance, the number of users in
attendance, level of engagement and much more to continuously
improve and adapt online event strategies.
We have worked with many IT customers in the planning, promotion
and execution of events and exhibitions. Our full end-to-end event
management services cover digital promotion, landing pages, event
presentation creation, event analysis, stand design, printed
promotional materials and project management.

Why Partner with Motion Marketing?

Our Important Foundations that
Ensure Industry Connection

Motion - Your Technical B2B
Marketing Agency

The Motion Marketing foundations were born
from a specialist IT organisation that launched
innovative and disruptive IT vendors from the USA
and Asia into EMEA. Together as a team we
completed over 30 such launches, helping the
organisation grow from £50m to over £250m in
under 10 years.

We work with an honest and open approach. At
the forefront of our minds is delivering business
value when developing customer strategies and
activities. Customer success is important to us, so
we pride ourselves on our ‘cards on the table’
approach to allocating your budget to the
marketing services that will deliver you true
business value.

Another important foundation element of Motion
is that although we are all skilled B2B marketers,
many of us started in speciﬁc technology-based
education and industries, such as Product Design,
Computing, Manufacturing Systems and Chemical
Engineering. It has enabled us as a team to very
quickly understand both the client solutions
involved but also the target audience. This unique
mix of tech and marketing is deliberate, and key to
our ongoing success for our customers.

Working with Motion Marketing will ensure you
beneﬁt from all of our experience. You gain a full
team. An experienced team that has a host of
marketing skills that are honed to the
IT/technology industry. Day in and day out we are
developing, creating, testing and analysing a
portfolio of marketing tools and activities that
ensure we can deliver maximum opportunity
across our client base. If you feel this team
extension would beneﬁt your company please do
not hesitate in reaching out to us.

Marketing Insights from Motion
Engineering, manufacturing & technology
marketing insights from the Motion team.

B2B Market Research
Options for the IT
Sector

SEO and PPC: working
together to maximise
opportunities

10 Tips for LinkedIn
Posting Success in
2022

We discuss B2B market research
and analysts for the IT sector,
including what they oﬀer,
analysts available and how you
can harness this research in
your content marketing
strategy.

To ensure potential customers
can ﬁnd your website consider a
combination of SEO and PPC.
Read more about the
opportunities of these channels
working together.

LinkedIn presents many
opportunities for B2B
companies. Are you maximising
the opportunities from
LinkedIn? Read our top 10 tips
for LinkedIn success.

READ MORE

Marketing for B2B
International
Business Growth
Marketing plays a critical role in
achieving successful
international business growth.
Discover how strategic
marketing can help expand your
business into new international
territories and set you up for
success.

READ MORE

READ MORE

What to consider
before investing in
B2B marketing
automation
Looking to invest in B2B
marketing automation? Read
our blog to learn the 5 key
questions any organisation
should ask themselves before
investing.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Why Partner with a
Tech Marketing
Agency?
Technology is a highly
competitive industry, and the
need for successful marketing to
help a business stand out from
the crowd is ever more
important for accelerating sales
growth.

READ MORE

What should you do now?

Read our insights on

Motion Blog...

Motion Marketing UK
Lakeside Business Park
The Cotswolds, GL7 5XL
United Kingdom

+44 (0)1285 323 626
info@motion-marketing.com
motion-marketing.com

Follow Motion on

LinkedIn...

Read our 9 reasons to invest in

Marketing White Paper...

Have a Question or
Would Like to Learn
More? Get in Touch
with the Team...

Motion Marketing SE

Virkesvägen 10, 120 30 Stockholm
Sweden
+46 (0)8-420 024 27
info@motion-marketing.com
motion-marketing.se
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